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Back to Blood
Tom  Wolfe
Tom Wolfe sets his newest novel in 
Miami’s bad-to-the-bone Biscayne Bay, 
where a high-energy cast of characters 
bursts to life in a panoramic story of the 
new America. 
[Little, Brown]
9780316036313   $30

The Casual Vacancy
J.K. Rowling 
Rowling’s first novel for adults delves 
into an idyllic English town fraught 
with tension. The death of a parish 
council member brings the town’s 
carefully constructed façade 
crashing down.
[Little, Brown]
9780316228534   $35

Merry Christmas, Alex Cross
James Patterson

Alex Cross just wants to be with his 
family for the holidays, but first he 

must risk everything to stop a hostage 
situation before it spirals out of control. 

[Little, Brown]
9780316210683   $28.99

Low Pressure
Sandra Brown

Twenty years after her sister’s murder, 
Bellamy must unearth her hidden 

memories of that deadly night to clear 
her sister’s boyfriend’s name—and 

to keep the killer from striking again.
[Grand Central]

9781455501557   $26.99

The Panther
Nelson DeMille
Anti-Terrorist Task Force agent John 
Corey and FBI agent Kate Mayfield 
head to Yemen to track down a high-
ranking Al Qaeda operative known as 
the Panther.
[Grand Central]
9780446580847   $27.99

The Forgotten
David Baldacci
Things get personal for Army Special 
Agent John Puller when he must 
investigate his aunt’s death in Florida. 
But this was no accidental death, and 
Florida is far from paradise.
[Grand Central]
9780446573054   $27.99

The Beautiful Mystery 
Louise Penny

 One of the most acclaimed crime 
writers of our time brings us a 
brilliant new novel in her New 
York Times best-selling series.

[Minotaur]
9780312655464   $25.99

Sutton
J.R. Moehringer

From the New York Times best-
selling and Pulitzer Prize-winning 

author of The Tender Bar comes 
a much-anticipated first novel 

based on the life of the beloved 
bank robber Willie Sutton.

[Hyperion]
9781401323141   $27.99

The Grief of Others
Leah Hager Cohen
A beautiful and provocative novel 
from “one of our foremost chroniclers 
of the mundane complexities, 
nuanced tragedies, and unexpected 
tenderness of human connection.” 
—The New York Times Book Review 
[Riverhead]
9781594486128   $16   pb

The Art Forger
B.A. Shapiro
On March 18, 1990, 13 works of art 
worth more than $500 million were 
stolen from the Isabella Stewart Gard-
ner Museum in Boston. It remains the 
largest unsolved art heist in history, 
and Claire Roth, a struggling young 
artist, is about to discover that there’s 
more to this crime than meets the eye.
[Algonquin]
9781616201326   $23.95
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The Elephant Keepers’ Children
Peter Høeg

A rollicking novel featuring 
nutty adults, wise children, cliffhanger 

chases, witty asides and religious 
tolerance by the great Danish author of 

Smilla’s Sense of Snow. 
[Other Press]

9781590514900   $27.95 

Fallen Masters
John Edward

Internationally renowned psychic 
John Edward presents a riveting 
novel of metaphysical suspense, 

a final confrontation between 
good and evil as it unfolds on the 
Earthly plane and the Other Side. 

[Tor]
9780765332714   $25.99 

The Other Woman
Hank Phillippi Ryan
The Other Woman is the first in an 
explosive new series. Full of dirty 
politics, dirty tricks, seduction and 
betrayal—it’ll take more than votes 
to win this election. 
[Forge]
9780765332578   $24.99

Strong Vengeance
Jon Land
Texas Ranger Caitlin Strong races to 
stop homegrown Islamic terrorists 
from killing tens of thousands in the 
latest novel from best-selling author 
Jon Land. 
[Forge]
9780765330994   $24.99

Winter of the World
Ken Follett

Ken Follett’s brilliant epic novel follows 
five linked families as they live out 

their destinies through the turbulent 
events of the 1930s and ‘40s. 

[Dutton]
9780525952923   $36

The Round House
Louise Erdrich
A brilliant and entertaining novel, 
illuminating the harsh realities of 
contemporary life in a community 
where Ojibwe and whites live uneasily 
together, The Round House is a 
masterpiece of literary fiction. 
[Harper]
9780062065247   $27.99
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The Stockholm Octavo
Karen Engelmann

In 18th-century Stockholm, one man’s 
fortune holds the key to a nation’s fate, 

culminating in “scandal, conspiracy, 
mystery, and a hint of magic . . . [a] 

spectacular debut.”  —Eleanor Brown, 
author of The Weird Sisters

[Ecco]
9780061995347   $26.99

The Flight of Gemma Hardy 
Margot Livesey

“An exceptionally well-plotted, 
well-crafted, innovatively interpreted 

modern twist on a timeless classic, one 
that’s sure to delight the multitudes of 

Brontë fans, and the multitudes of fans 
that Livesey deserves.” —Boston Globe 

[HarperPerennial]
9780062064233   $15.99   pb

The Jane Austen 
Annotated Editions

Jane Austen
Instruct readers in appreciation of 

Austen’s novels and the world 
she inhabited.

[Harvard University Press]
Emma 9780674048843 

Pride and Prejudice 9780674049161  
Persuasion 9780674049741 

$35 each

This Is How You Lose Her
Junot Díaz
The Pulitzer Prize winner and best-
selling author of The Brief Wondrous 
Life of Oscar Wao writes about the 
heartbreak and radiance that is love.
[Riverhead]
9781594487361   $26.95



When It Happens to You
Molly Ringwald
In her compulsively readable fiction 
debut, Molly Ringwald presents an 
unflinching yet poignant examination 
of the intricacies of the human heart.
[HarperPerennial]
9780061809460   $24.99

The Dog Stars
Peter Heller
A riveting, powerful novel about 
a pilot living in a world filled with 
loss—and what he is willing to 
risk to rediscover, against all odds, 
connection, love and grace. 
[Knopf]
9780307959942   $24.95 

The Time Keeper 
Mitch Albom

The author of Tuesdays with Morrie 
and The Five People You Meet in 

Heaven releases his most imagina-
tive novel yet: the story of the first 

man on earth to count the hours.
[Hyperion]

9781401322786   $24.99

Live By Night
Dennis Lehane
Best-selling author Dennis 
Lehane delivers a masterful epic of 
Prohibition-era America told through 
the story of a charismatic young 
gangster on his rise through the glitz 
and the violence of the Roaring ‘20s. 
[William Morrow]
9780060004873   $27.99

The Black Box
Michael Connelly
Harry Bosch faces his toughest case yet 
when he links the bullet from a recent 
crime scene to an unsolved murder 
from 1992, revealing the dark truth 
behind a woman’s death.
[Little, Brown]
9780316069434   $27.99

The Glass Butterfly
Louise Marley

To survive, Victoria knows she has to 
reinvent herself completely.  She’s 

driven from the present day to 19th-
century Tuscany with the haunting 

music of her beloved Puccini.
[Kensington]

9780758265685   $15   pb

The Vanishing Act
Mette Jakobsen

A unique, enchanting voice and a 
marvelous, magical tale combine 

to make this one of the great 
fiction discoveries of the year.

[Norton]
9780393062922   $23.95

The Lost Daughter
Lucy Ferriss
“The Lost Daughter is a complex, 
engaging novel about guilt, secrecy, 
and the mysteries of family. Lucy Ferriss 
is a courageous and thought-provoking 
writer.” —Tom Perrotta, author of 
The Leftovers 
[Berkley]
9780425245569   $15   pb

The Sweetness of Forgetting
Kristin Harmel
A baker in Cape Cod must travel to 
Paris to uncover a family secret for her 
dying grandmother who is suffering 
from Alzheimer’s. What she learns may 
change everything. 
[Gallery]
9781451644296   $15   pb
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Sweet Tooth
Ian McEwan

In this stunning new novel, Ian 
McEwan’s first female protagonist 

since Atonement is about to learn that 
espionage is the ultimate seduction.  

[Doubleday]
9780385536820   $26.95



Shadow of Night
Deborah Harkness

Deborah Harkness has delivered 
a rich and splendid tapestry of 

alchemy, magic and history in her 
follow-up to A Discovery of Witches.

[Viking]
9780670023486   $28.95

San Miguel
T.C. Boyle

On a desolate island off the coast of 
Southern California, two families, 

50 years apart, start again, pursuing 
dreams of self-reliance and freedom.

[Viking]
9780670026241   $27.95

NW
Zadie Smith
Twelve years after White Teeth, the 
incomparable Zadie Smith returns 
to Northwest London in this highly 
anticipated new novel, delving deep 
into the life of the neighborhood and 
its residents.
[Penguin]
9781594203978   $26.95

American Science Fiction
Gary Wolfe, Editor
This deluxe collector’s set of nine 
mind-bending classics from the 
golden age of the sci-fi novel is a 
must-have for any fan of the genre.
[Library of America]
9781598531572   $70

Cross Roads
Wm. Paul Young

When egotistical businessman 
Anthony is left comatose from a 

cerebral hemorrhage, he finds himself 
in a surreal world that leads him on a 

hopeful path to redemption.
[FaithWords]

9781455516049   $24.99

My Bookstore
Ronald Rice

In this enthusiastic and heartfelt ode to 
bookstores and booksellers, more than 

80 well-known writers pay tribute to 
the brick-and-mortar stores they love 

and often call their second homes. 
[Black Dog & Leventhal]

9781579129101   $23.95

30 Lessons for Living
Karl Pillemer, Ph.D.
Hard-won, surprising advice and 
inspiring stories on leading a 
meaningful life from the wisest 
Americans, who have learned how to 
conquer regret and find fulfillment. 
[Plume]
9780452298484   $16   pb

The Books They Gave Me: True 
Stories of Life, Love, and Lit
Jen Adams
Romantic, funny and cathartic, 
The Books They Gave Me is a 
collection of people falling in love, 
regretting mistakes and finding 
hope through books. 
[Free Press]
9781451688795   $19.99 
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Travels with Epicurus
Daniel Klein

A sincere and humorous  
meditation on aging that’s about 

more than growing older. Klein 
uses philosophy to illustrate 

an Epicurean way of living.
[Penguin]

9780143121930   $20

Does This Church  
Make Me Look Fat?

Rhoda Janzen
When best-selling skeptic Janzen 

starts dating a churchgoer, she begins 
a surprising journey of faith and love as 
she explores organized religion outside 

of her Mennonite upbringing.
[Grand Central]

9781455502882   $24.99

FRONT COVER TITLE 



The Smitten Kitchen Cookbook
Deb Perelman
The long-awaited cookbook by Deb 
Perelman of Smitten Kitchen—home 
cook, photographer and celebrated 
food blogger. From salads and slaws 
to savory tarts and galettes, Deb is all 
about approachable, uncompromised 
home cooking. 
[Knopf]
9780307595652   $35

The Gluten-Free Table
Jilly Lagasse and 

Jessie Lagasse Swanson
These recipes will add flavor and 
enjoyment to the menus of even 
the most demanding gluten-free 

eaters. Enjoy Lagasse family favorites, 
Southern classics and more!

[Grand Central]
9781455516889   $25.99  

Now Eat This! Italian
Rocco DiSpirito

In his signature style, Rocco DiSpirito 
has recreated 100 classic Italian recipes 

to be healthy and low in calories and 
fat—yet still full of flavor.

[Grand Central]
9780446584517   $26.99

The North End Italian Cookbook
Marguerite DiMino Buonopane
The beloved cookbook classic
—250,000 copies sold!—is now in 
hardcover, and in color to complement 
the evocative nostalgic images. It also 
includes delicious family recipes “lost” 
from previous editions. 
[Lyons Press]
9780762781904   $29.95 

Gran Cocina Latina
Maricel E. Presilla

Gran Cocina Latina is the first 
comprehensive, authentic and 

completely usable cookbook of 
Latin American cuisine. This is 

the How to Cook Everything 
of Latin America! 

[Norton]
9780393050691   $45

The King Arthur Flour 
Baker’s Companion

King Arthur Flour
The modern classic is now in paper-
back, with its hundreds of easy and 

foolproof recipes—from yeast breads 
and sourdoughs to trendy flatbreads 

and crackers and family favorites such 
as pancakes and waffles—each one 

painstakingly perfected by the experts 
at King Arthur Flour. 

[Countryman]
9781581571783   $24.95   pb

What Katie Ate
Katie Quinn Davies
Renowned food photographer Katie 
Quinn Davies’ gorgeously designed 
cookbook shares her favorite dishes 
in a dazzling collection of recipes and 
beautiful images.
[Viking Studio]
9780670026180   $40

Fire in My Belly
Kevin Gillespie with David Joachim
Delectable recipes and valuable 
kitchen lessons from beloved  
“Top Chef” contestant Kevin Gillespie, 
whose deep commitment, passion, 
intelligence and skill shine throughout 
this approachable cookbook. 
[Andrews McMeel]
9781449411435   $40
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Lidia’s Favorite Recipes
Lidia Matticchio Bastianich and 
Tanya Bastianich Manuali
From one of the most popular 
cookbook author/chefs at work today 
comes her most accessible—and 
affordable—cookbook to date. 
[Knopf]
9780307595669   $24.95

Canal House Cooks Every Day
Melissa Hamilton and 
Christopher Hirsheimer
From the award-winning authors of 
the Canal House Cooking series comes 
a comprehensive collection of more 
than 200 recipes by home cooks for 
home cooks. 
[Andrews McMeel]
9781449421472   $45



Food Lover’s Guide to the World
Lonely Planet
Profiling more than 20 culinary  
regions and countries with recipes 
and lists to take the reader on a 
global food journey. Includes fore-
words from Saveur magazine’s James 
Oseland and The New York Times 
Magazine’s Mark Bittman.
 [Lonely Planet]
9781743210208   $39.99

Jewish Cookery Book
Esther Levy

A beautiful facsimile of the first 
Jewish cookbook published in 

America. Written in 1871 to assist 
European immigrants new to American 

kitchens, it will be a treasured gift. 
[Andrews McMeel]

9781449423155   $24.99

The New York Times Book of Wine
Howard G. Goldberg
The best on wine from the New York 
Times! These 125 articles showcase 
some of the world’s most respected 
wine experts.
[Sterling]
9781402781841   $24.95

Wines of the Southern 
Hemisphere
Mike DeSimone and Jeff Jenssen
Created by the renowned “World Wine 
Guys,” this is the first complete guide 
to the newest source of delicious, 
affordable wines, with information on 
the best wineries in South America, 
New Zealand and South Africa.
[Sterling]
9781402786259    $24.95

My Year in Meals
Rachael Ray

For the first time, best-selling author 
Rachael Ray offers fans a glimpse into 

her own kitchen diary—complete 
with illustrations and photographs. 

From everyday meals to complicated 
culinary feats, Rachael reveals what 
she herself cooks for her family and 

friends for one whole year.
[Atria]

9781451659726   $29.99

Drinking Boston
Stephanie Schorow

An intoxicating history of America’s 
first drinking town, Drinking 

Boston examines the city’s politics, 
mythology and the struggle between 

morality and freedom through its 
historic and celebrated barrooms.

[Union Park Press]
9781934598092   $18.50   pb

The America’s Test Kitchen 
Quick Family Cookbook

Editors at America’s Test Kitchen
New in our popular ringbound 

series, a faster, smarter way to cook 
everything from America’s most 

trusted test kitchen.
[America’s Test Kitchen]

9781933615998   $34.95
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The Onion Book of 
Known Knowledge 
The Onion
Just in time for the death of the print 
industry comes the final book ever 
published, and the only one you will 
ever need: The Onion’s compendium of 
all things known.
[Little, Brown]
9780316133265   $29.99

America Again
Stephen Colbert

The hilarious host of “The Colbert 
Report” takes on hot-button subjects 

such as healthcare, the economy 
and food to help make our perfect 

America even perfect-er.
[Grand Central]

9780446583978   $28.99

Bartlett’s Familiar Quotations: 
18th Edition

Geoffrey O’Brien, General Editor
More than 150 years after its original 

publication, this reference guide is 
completely revised and updated for its 

18th edition, showcasing a sweeping 
survey of world history.

[Little, Brown]
9780316017596   $50



The Devil’s Causeway
Matthew Westfall
A real American Heart of Darkness—
a naval officer’s reckless grasp for 
glory, a rebel ambush and one of the 
greatest rescue missions of American 
POWs in Army history. 
[Lyons Press]
9780762780297   $26.95 

Military History
DK
From siege towers and catapults to
today’s stealth bombers, this book 
covers the iconic weapons, armor, 
equipment and battles that have 
defined war through the ages.
[DK]
9780756698386   $50

When America First Met China
Eric Jay Dolin

Brilliantly illuminating one of the 
least understood areas of American 
history,  best-selling author Eric Jay 

Dolin now traces our fraught relation-
ship with China back to its roots. It is 
a page-turning saga and a prescient 

fable for our time.
[Liveright]

9780871404336   $27.95

Listening In
Ted Widmer and Caroline Kennedy

Listening In includes the transcripts 
and secret recordings from President 

Kennedy’s time in office, offering 
unprecedented insight into his 

thoughts on the world events that 
marked his presidency. 

[Hyperion]
9781401324568   $40

New England Nation
Bruce C. Daniels
An engaging social history of the 
extraordinary Puritan world that 
flowered into a vibrant civilization in 
17th-century New England, cementing 
itself into American history. 
[Palgrave Macmillan]
9781137025623   $30   pb

The Kissing Sailor
Lawrence Verria and George Galdorisi
“What a wonderful detective story 
about a kissing sailor and a beautiful 
nurse—the most famous couple cel-
ebrating the end of WWII. Famous but 
anonymous—until now. I loved it.”
— Tom Brokaw
[Naval Institute Press]
9781612510781   $23.95

John Quincy Adams
Harlow Giles Unger

From an award-winning and 
leading Founding Fathers historian, 
a biography of a towering figure in 

America’s formative years. 
[Da Capo Press]

9780306821295   $27.50

The Last Lion
William Manchester and Paul Reid

Discover the steadfast courage 
and military brilliance of Winston 

Churchill during his years as Prime 
Minister, when he alone faced the 

threat of Nazi Germany and vowed to 
“never surrender.”

[Little, Brown]
9780316547703   $40

Capturing Camelot
Kitty Kelley
This beautiful full-color collection from 
photographer Stanley Tretick’s archives 
is accompanied by an insightful essay 
about the Kennedys from his dear 
friend Kitty Kelley. 
[St. Martin’s]
9780312643423   $29.99 
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Cézanne
Alex Danchev
A major biography—the first 
comprehensive new assessment to be 
published in decades—of the brilliant 
work and restless life of Paul Cézanne. 
[Pantheon]
9780307377074   $40



Comet’s Tale
Steven D. Wolf with Lynette Padwa

For dog lovers everywhere, Comet’s 
Tale is an inspirational memoir about 
the life-altering friendship between 

man and his best friend.
[Algonquin]

9781616200459   $23.95 

Following Atticus
Tom Ryan

Set against the backdrop of New 
Hampshire’s White Mountains, 

a man and a dog embark on the 
challenge of a lifetime in this true 

story of love, loss and resilience. 
[William Morrow]

9780061997112   $15.99   pb

October, or Autumnal Tints
Henry David Thoreau
Thoreau’s classic “Autumnal Tints” 
is an ode to autumn, not as a time 
of death and decay, but of ripeness, 
fullness and maturity. Illustrated 
with sensuous watercolors. 
[Norton]
9780393081886   $17.95

The Layered Garden
David L. Culp with Adam Levine
Brandywine Cottage is David Culp’s 
beloved two-acre Pennsylvania 
garden where he has spent the last 20 
years creating a majestic, year-round 
display. The Layered Garden not only 
invites the reader into the magical 
space, it shows how to recreate the 
beauty at home. 
[Timber Press]
9781604692365   $34.95

Round About the Earth
Joyce E. Chaplin

Round About the Earth is the first 
book that traces the entire history of 

circumnavigators—from Magel-
lan (who didn’t quite make it) to 

astronauts in orbit. A witty and erudite 
account of the brave, and perhaps 

crazy, “globestruck.” 
[Simon & Schuster]

9781416596196   $35

Kaufman Field Guide to 
Nature of New England
Kenn & Kimberly Kaufman

The one book to take along when 
you go out for a walk in New 

England. Birds, mammals, trees, 
wildflowers, insects, reptiles, 

amphibians, sky, fishes, spiders, 
mushrooms, ferns and 

seashells—it’s all here!
[Houghton Mifflin Harcourt]
9780618456970   $20   pb

Eliot Porter
Paul Martineau
Porter’s exquisite bird and landscape 
photographs, which became an 
inspiring argument for environmental 
conservation, are celebrated in this 
handsome volume. 
[Getty Publications]
9781606061190   $39.95 

A Thousand Mornings
Mary Oliver
Acclaimed Pulitzer Prize-winning poet 
Mary Oliver returns to the beautiful 
imagery that has come to define her 
life’s work with her newest collection 
of poetry.
[Penguin]
9781594204777   $24.95
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The Green Thoreau
Carol Spenard LaRusso, Editor

At turns passionate, funny and 
profound, The Green Thoreau is a 

gift-worthy collection of quotations 
that showcases Henry David Thoreau’s 

thoroughly modern solutions to 
contemporary concerns. 

[New World Library]
9781608681433   $14   pb

Super Nature Encyclopedia
DK

Incredible 3D models let readers 
explore essential details of 100 

animals’ anatomical features and 
learn why their bodies work the 

way they do.
[DK]

9780756697938   $24.99



The John Lennon Letters
John Lennon and Hunter Davies, editor
A lifetime of letters from one of the 
greatest songwriters the world has 
ever known is collected for the first 
time, revealing an unknown, intimate 
side of John Lennon.
[Little, Brown]
9780316200806   $29.99

Mortality
Christopher Hitchens
With characteristic wit and candor, 
Hitchens describes his struggle with 
cancer and its meaning to his friends 
and supporters, as well as his critics 
and detractors.
[Twelve]
9781455502752   $22.99

Brain on Fire
Susannah Cahalan

This gripping memoir and medical 
suspense story about a young 

New York Post reporter’s struggle 
with a rare and terrifying disease 

opens a new window into the 
fascinating world of brain science. 

[Free Press]
9781451621372   $25

Killer Show
John Barylick
This definitive book on The Station 
nightclub fire tragedy has been called 
“a modern cautionary tale that will 
take your breath away” by Publishers 
Weekly.
[University Press of New England]
9781611682656   $27.95

A Murder in Wellesley
Tom Farmer and Marty Foley
A fascinating first-hand look at one 
of New England’s most infamous 
murders, and the nationally televised 
courtroom drama that followed.
[University Press of New England]
9781555537913   $27.95

Monsieur Proust’s Library
Anka Muhlstein
By the author of Balzac’s Omelette, an 
erudite and entertaining introduction 
to the life and work of Marcel Proust 
through the books he read. 
[Other Press]
9781590515662   $19.95

The Richard Burton Diaries 
Chris Williams, Editor

Burton on Burton—the inside 
story of his life, career and loves.  

This is the first publication in 
full of his surviving diaries. 

[Yale University Press]
9780300180107   $35

Dearie
Bob Spitz
An in-depth, intimate narrative, full of 
fresh information and insights, Dearie 
is an entertaining, all-out adventure 
story of one of our most fascinating 
and beloved figures. 
[Knopf]
9780307272225   $29.95 

Mick Jagger
Philip Norman
From the best-selling author of John 
Lennon: The Life, an extraordinarily de-
tailed, vibrantly written account of the 
life of Mick Jagger—the most deeply 
researched and comprehensive biog-
raphy to date of the enigmatic icon. 
[Ecco]
9780061944857   $34.99
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Nowhere But Up
Pattie Mallette with A.J. Gregory

For the first time ever, get the 
complete story of Justin Bieber’s 

mother’s amazing spiritual  
journey—from brokenness and 
despair to wholeness and hope.

[Revell]
9780800721893   $21.99



Being Santa Claus
Sal Lizard
A veteran Santa reveals heart-
warming true stories and lessons 
from his 20-year career spreading 
Christmas magic and living life by 
the motto “What would Santa do?”
[Gotham]
9781592407569   $20

The Complete Calvin and Hobbes
Bill Watterson

The groundbreaking collection, in 
paperback at last! Every Calvin and 

Hobbes cartoon, slipcased in four 
full-color volumes. A treasure for 

every fan. 
[Andrews McMeel]

9781449433253   $100   pb

Backyard Ballistics, 2E
William Gurstelle
This best-selling DIY handbook 
features new and expanded projects, 
enabling folks to construct 16 awe-
some devices in their home workshops 
using inexpensive materials and this 
step-by-step guide.
[Chicago Review Press]
9781613740644   $16.95   pb 

The Hobbit and Philosophy
William Irwin, Editor

From the happy halls of Elrond’s Last 
Homely House to Gollum’s “slimy 

island of rock,” this is a must read for 
longtime Tolkien fans as well as those 

discovering Bilbo Baggins and his 
adventures “there and back again” for 

the first time. 
[Wiley]

9780470405147   $17.95   pb

How to Love Wine
Eric Asimov

“Incisive, entertaining, lushly layered 
with logic, and with a lingering finish 

… unlocks age-old, tight-fisted myths 
about what you need to know about 

wine simply in order to pull corks (and 
twist screw tops) with friends and 

enjoy the stuff.” —Danny Meyer
[William Morrow]

9780061802522   $24.99
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I Lay My Stitches Down
Cynthia Grady

This moving and eloquent set of 
poems, brought to life by vivid 

and colorful artwork from Michele 
Wood, offers a timeless witness to 
the hardship endured by America’s 

slaves. Each poem is supplemented 
by a historical note.

[Eerdmans Books for Young Readers]
9780802853868   $17

Safari
Dan Kainen
Safari is a magical journey. Readers 
encounter eight wild animals that 
come alive! Using an innovative 
lenticular-based technology, each 
image is like a 3D movie on the page, 
delivering a rich, fluid, immersive 
visual experience.
[Workman]
9780761163800   $24.95

The Wrinkle in Time Quintet
Madeleine L’Engle

Travel to the deep past and the distant 
future, the far reaches of the galaxy 

and the inner workings of the human 
heart in The Wrinkle in Time Quintet.

[Farrar, Straus & Giroux 
Books for Young Readers]

9780374375966   $100

Star Wars Origami
Chris Alexander

What could be cooler than trans-
forming a piece of paper into Princess 

Leia, Yoda or R2-D2? Star Wars® 
Origami marries the fun of paper 

folding with the obsession of Star 
Wars, with 36 custom projects using 

art from the movies.
[Workman]

9780761169437   $16.95   pb

Children’s Book-a-Day Almanac
Anita Silvey
Celebrate a year of literature with 
this inventive, informative and often 
surprising reference book, showcasing 
old and new children’s book gems. 
[Roaring Brook]
9781596437081   $19.99   pb



Son
Lois Lowry
In the final battle between good and 
evil, a new hero emerges. The thrilling 
conclusion to The Giver, from two-time 
Newbery Medal winner Lois Lowry.
[Houghton Mifflin Books for Children]
9780547887203   $17.99

Star Child
Kay Goldstein
Two star children journey to earth to 
learn to live as humans. An inspiring, 
magical tale for readers of almost 
any age.
[Vineyard Stories]
9780984913619   $16.95

The Last Dragonslayer
Jasper Fforde
In his first novel for young readers,  
Jasper Fforde introduces Jennifer 
Strange, who runs an agency for 
magicians in a world where magic is 
fading away. 
[Harcourt Children’s Books]
9780547738475   $16.99

Bad Kitty Litter Boxed Set
Nick Bruel

Hack up those fur balls and sharpen 
those claws for a triple dose of Bad 
Kitty adventures. This boxed set of 

the best-selling series even includes 
a full-sized poster!

[Square Fish]
9781250010346   $20.99   pb

Who Could That Be at This Hour?
Lemony Snicket
Lemony Snicket has written an account 
that should not be published, in four 
volumes that shouldn’t be read. This is 
the first volume.
[Little, Brown Books for Young Readers]
9780316123082   $15.99

Leave Your Sleep
Natalie Merchant
This collection of classic poetry, 
set to music by Natalie Merchant, 
opens the door to a wondrous 
imagined world.
[Farrar, Straus & Giroux 
Books for Young Readers]
9780374343682   $24.99
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Liar & Spy
Rebecca Stead
Rebecca Stead, Newbery Medal-
winning author of When You Reach 
Me, brings to life a new story about 
hidden truths and friendship. How 
far is too far to go for your only 
friend?
[Wendy Lamb Books]
9780385737432   $15.99

Make Your Own T. Rex
DK

See this prehistoric giant come to 
life as you build your own three-foot 

model. Discover this fearsome predator 
in the accompanying fact-packed book.

[DK]
9780756697884   $24.99

Ashen Winter
Mike Mullin

In this Ashfall sequel, Alex and Darla 
retrace their perilous journey to rescue 

Alex’s parents, and an unthinkable 
disaster tests them both to their limits.

[Tanglewood]
9781933718750   $17.95

The Fault in Our Stars
John Green

Insightful, bold, irreverent and raw, 
The Fault in Our Stars is award-winning 

author John Green’s most ambitious 
and heartbreaking work yet. 

[Dutton Juvenile]
9780525478812   $17.99



Star Wars: A Galactic 
Pop-Up Adventure

Matthew Reinhart
A brand-new explosive, interactive, 

pop-off-the-page book about 
George Lucas’ Star Wars movies 
from New York Times bestseller 

Matthew Reinhart!
[Orchard Books]

9780545176163   $36.99

How Do Dinosaurs Say 
Merry Christmas?
Jane Yolen and Mark Teague
Ho! Ho! Ho! With more than 10 million 
copies in print, America’s favorite 
dinosaurs celebrate Christmas!
[Blue Sky Press]
9780545416788   $16.99

Under Wildwood
Colin Meloy

The second book in the New York 
Times best-selling adventure series 

from Colin Meloy, lead singer of 
The Decemberists, and Carson Ellis, 

the acclaimed illustrator of The 
Mysterious Benedict Society.

[HarperCollins]
9780062024718   $17.99

Beyonders: Seeds of Rebellion
Brandon Mull
The second epic installment of the #1 
New York Times best-selling series by 
Brandon Mull. After the cliffhanger 
ending of A World Without Heroes, 
Jason and friends learn what surprising 
role they must play in their quest to 
defeat evil.
[Aladdin]
9781416997948   $19.99
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The Unwanteds: Island of Silence
Lisa McMann 

The sequel to the riveting dystopian 
fantasy from New York Times best-
selling author Lisa McMann. Now, 

Alex and Aaron’s story elevates 
sibling rivalry to epic proportions 

and leaves the fate of both worlds 
hanging in the balance.

[Aladdin]
9781442407718   $16.99
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Merits of Mischief: The Bad Apple
 T. R. Burns

This quirky and irreverent new middle 
grade series follows a group of kids 

being trained to cause trouble!
[Aladdin]

9781442440296   $16.99

Theodore Boone: The Accused
John Grisham

Theodore Boone is back! And he’s 
ready for his next big case from John 
Grisham, #1 international bestseller 

and the undisputed master of the 
legal thriller. 

[Dutton Juvenile]
9780525425762   $16.99

Not-for-Parents Extreme Planet
Lonely Planet
Extreme Planet is a whirlwind tour of 
the globe, seeking out the highest, 
deepest, widest, narrowest, coolest, 
hottest, scariest, smelliest things on 
the planet. Each page includes quirky 
graphics and illustrations, perfect for 
kids 8 and up.
[Lonely Planet]
9781743214244   $19.99

The LEGO Book
DK
Explore and celebrate the fascinating 
story of LEGO® bricks and the history 
behind them in this newly updated 
edition of The LEGO® Book.
[DK]
9780756666934   $24.99

LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Brick configuration and the Minifigure are trademarks of the LEGO Group. 
© 2012 The LEGO Group. Produced by DK Publishing under license from the LEGO Group.

Undead
Kirsty McKay

This frighteningly good debut 
combines the chill of The Shining, 

the thrill ride of Speed, the humor of 
Shaun of the Dead and the angst of 

The Breakfast Club!
[Chicken House]

9780545381888   $17.99



Return to the Willows
Jacqueline Kelly

Mole, Ratty, Toad and Badger are 
back for more rollicking adventures 

in this sequel to The Wind in the 
Willows, evoking the magic of Kenneth 

Grahame’s beloved classic.
[Henry Holt Books for Young Readers]

9780805094138   $19.99

The Great Unexpected
Sharon Creech

Humorous and heartfelt, this is 
a story of pairs—Sybil and Nula 

(now-estranged sisters who grew up 
together in Rook’s Orchard, Ireland) 

and Naomi and Lizzie (both orphans 
in present-day Blackbird Tree, 

USA)—and unraveling myster-
ies about family and identity.

[HarperCollins]
9780061892325   $16.99

Diary of a Wimpy Kid: 
The Third Wheel
Jeff Kinney
A Valentine’s Day dance at Greg’s 
middle school has turned his world 
upside down. As Greg scrambles to find 
a date, he’s worried he’ll be left out in 
the cold. But a lot can happen in one 
night and you never know who’s going 
to be lucky in love.
[Amulet]
9781419705847   $13.95

Quincy Finds a New Home
Camille Matthews

In the first book of this engaging, 
beautifully illustrated series, a red 

horse named Quincy discovers 
the enduring need for friendship 

when facing change.
[Pathfinder Equine Publications]

9780981924007   $15.95

Pinocchio
Carlo Collodi

Collodi’s classic Italian tale, now 
published in an acclaimed translation 

in a new, beautifully illustrated edition, 
comes to America like never before.

[The New York Review 
Children’s Collection]

9781590175880   $24.95

The Further Tale of Peter Rabbit
Emma Thompson
Celebrate 110 years of Peter Rabbit 
with a new, original tale written by 
Oscar-winning actress and screen-
writer Emma Thompson, based on 
the original tales by Beatrix Potter. 
[Warne]
9780723267102   $19.99
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Mossy
Jan Brett
#1 New York Times best-selling author 
Jan Brett introduces a one-of-a-kind 
turtle who will capture your heart.
[Putnam Juvenile]
9780399257827   $17.99

Goldilocks and the 
Three Dinosaurs
Mo Willems
The classic fairytale Goldilocks and the 
Three Bears re-imagined via the comic 
genius of picture book phenomenon 
Mo Willems.
[Balzer + Bray]
9780062104182   $17.99

(c) 2012 Wimpy Kid, Inc.

Spiral Draw
The Editors of Klutz
Create gorgeous geometric art with 
Klutz’s meticulously designed gears 
and book of draw-right-on-’em pages.
[Klutz]
9780545459921   $19.99   pb

Santa Claus Is Coming 
to New England
Steve Smallman
Santa’s headed to New England!  
Travel with Santa as he flies over 
beloved sites like Bunker Hill and 
Bancroft Tower!
[Jabberwocky]
9781402275517   $9.99



Kel Gilligan’s Daredevil Stunt Show
Michael Buckley

This hilarious picture book by the 
best-selling author of the Sisters 

Grimm and NERDS series stars “The 
Boy Without Fear,” who celebrates the 

bravery needed to try new things. 
[Amulet]

9781419703799   $16.95

The Christmas Quiet Book
Deborah Underwood
The Christmas companion to the 
award-winners The Quiet Book and 
The Loud Book celebrates peaceful 
moments amidst the holiday bustle 
with trademark warmth and humor.
[Houghton Mifflin Harcourt 
Children’s Books]
9780547558639   $12.99

The Birds of Bethlehem
Tomie dePaola
The simple language and dazzling 
pictures from Tomie dePaola make this 
the perfect first Christmas book. 
[Nancy Paulsen Books]
9780399257803   $16.99

Oh, No!
Candace Fleming

A playful read-aloud from best-selling 
author Candace Fleming and Caldecott 
Medal winner Eric Rohmann! Children 

will delight in repeating the refrain 
“Oh, No!” as animal after animal falls 

into a deep hole.
[Schwartz & Wade]

9780375842719   $17.99

Llama Llama Time to Share
Anna Dewdney
Llama has a sharing drama but he 
can always turn to mama! Fun to read 
aloud and helpful to children and 
parents alike, this is the perfect book to 
encourage sharing. 
[Viking Juvenile]
9780670012336   $17.99

The Classics in a New Series 
Lavishly illustrated and lovingly retold, the Silver Penny Stories 

will find a cherished place in any collection. These tales have 
captured the imaginations and hearts of generations, and parents 

and children will enjoy reading them together over and over.
[Sterling Children’s]

$3.95 each
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Clifford Collection
Norman Bridwell

Celebrate Clifford’s 50th anniversary 
with this collection of six classic 

stories that were originally published 
beginning in 1963!

[Cartwheel]
9780545450133   $12.99

Christmas Parade
Sandra Boynton

This delightful new picture book by 
Sandra Boynton marches to a rousing 

beat with lively illustrations of animal 
musicians playing in a Christmas band.

[Little Simon]
9781442468139   $14.99

Jack and the Beanstalk
Diane Namm

9781402784330 

The Elves and the Shoemaker
Deanna McFadden

9781402783340

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs
Deanna McFadden

9781402783425

Hansel and Gretel
Deanna McFadden

9781402783357

Puss in Boots
Diane Namm

9781402784354

Rapunzel
Deanna McFadden

9781402783388

The Three Little Pigs 
Diane Namm

9781402784347

The Ugly Duckling 
Diane Namm

9781402784378

The Twelve Days of Christmas
Dan Andreasen

Geared for young readers, this version 
of the traditional English carol uses 
playful images of animals romping 

and cavorting
to illustrate the song’s lyrics.

[Sleeping Bear Press]
9781585368341   $14.99

Please check with your local independent bookstore for availability of the titles listed. Prices subject to change.



I Wonder Why: Question Express

ISBN: 978-0-7534-6654-4  

September • $19.99 • Ages 3 up

Baby Animals: Zoo on the Move

ISBN: 978-0-7534-6653-7  

September • $19.99 • Ages Birth to 4

www.kingfisherbooks.com

Endless Entertaining Gifts  
for the Holiday Season

Escape: A Survivor’s Guide   

ISBN: 978-0-7534-6874-6

October • $10.99 • Ages 8 up

Legendary Journeys: Space

ISBN: 978-0-7534-6848-7   

September • $19.99 • Ages 8 up

Popposites

ISBN: 978-0-7534-6624-7

September • $16.99 • All Ages


